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“Who did you go to Pool Hall Formal with?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Totally not my parole officer, what are you talking about? 
HANNAH LOONEY: A chimp named Scott. Unfortunately, everyone was too drunk to 
notice and compliment me on bringing a chimp.
EMMA RENNIE: My trusty Magic 8 Ball. “Outlook not so good.”
SAM SEXTON: My best friend, loneliness...Just kidding, he turned me down, so I didn’t go.
BRIAN CLICK: My trusty attorney and assistant, Dr. Gonzo.

By SS

        While Reed can be stressful, we don’t often consider it a place where a crowds walk 
out of  a building, sobbing so hard that they’re holding each other up for support.  And yet, 
that is what happened last weekend during the second round of  showings of  Our Town, the 
first play to be performed in the new Performing Arts Center.  While last week’s show was 
met with a friendly reception, the difference in audience reaction was certainly significant, 
and most likely due to the significant changes in setting and mythology to the classic 1939 
play.

        “Going into this week, we were satisfied,” said Gracie Rittenberg, a Junior, who played 
both Constable Warren and Wally Webb in the play, “but on Wednesday, Kate [Bredson, the 
play’s director] came in with a head full of  steam.  She was on about how she’d just seen 
Pacific Rim and Tron for the first time, and how she had a few tweaks for the play. We were 
skeptical at first, but the more we heard, the more we knew this was the direction we had 
to go.”

        “With one day to go before showtime, making all the changes was a nightmare,” said 
Alex Smith, Master Electrician, who had to completely swap out all the lights and procure 
approximately 1500 feet of  electroluminescent wire.  “But it was all worth it.  Rachel and Ry 
and Colin and Willamae, everybody did their jobs, because we knew it was the only way we 
could do the story justice.”

        And so, audiences were stunned on Thursday night when they entered a constantly 
blinking, pulsing wonderland of  blue strobes and red lasers.  Those with epilepsy were 
asked to leave, but those who stayed were treated to a story for the information age.  Set in 
Server Storage Facility #GR07385—90, nicknamed “Grover’s Corners” by the inhabitants, 
Our Town follows the self-aware AI programs that live a simple, blue, glowing life within the 
digital world of  the servers.  

        But the peaceful life is all a façade—beneath the happiness implied by their green 
glowstick crowns, the residents of  Grover’s Corners live in fear.  Throughout the play, the 
AI are constantly under the watch of  the Supreme Technocrat Integrated Mobile Self-aware 
Operating Neuroprogram, or S.T.I.M.S.O.N for short.  S.T.I.M.S.O.N, played by Dylan 
Holmes, is a subtle but constant presence, lurking on the margins and occasionally firing 
lightning into the air with his robo-claws.  The AIs are well aware of  their predicament, 
and just how close they are to painful death; the refrain of  “I don’t know how this’ll end” 
is constant and oppressive as the characters imagine their bodies being vaporized into code 
and digital energies.

        But there is hope—as Stella Ziegler, who portrays “The Architect” of  the server who 
has now become a prisoner of  his own creation, tells the audience, “we were meant to walk 
two by two.”  If  two AI programs can perfectly synchronize their code, they can combine 
to form “the perfect child,” a measure attempted over and over again through the billions 
of  digital years the server has been active.  Our Town follows the latest—and last—attempt 
to vanquish S.T.I.M.S.O.N through this method: the merging of  Emily Webb and George 
Gibbs, played by India Rae Hamilton and Zoe Rosenfeld, respectively.  In ninety minutes, 
we see their digital memories, S.T.I.M.S.O.N slowly realizing the plan and embarking on a 
shocking murderous rampage, and George hacking death itself  to save his beloved Emily.

        “It was fantastic,” said Will Murray, a sophomore who saw both weeks’ versions of  the 
show.  “I mean, the visual style was strange, and I thought the choice to have all dialogue 
filtered through autotone was bold, but the original play was kinda weird too.  There was 
a scene with chairs that freaked me the fuck out, and people were played by people of  dif-
ferent genders.  So I guess after doing that, setting it in the year 7998 AD in a digital world 
isn’t too strange.”

Here, Have Some More Fake 
Reed Relieves.

By EC

Or, “this is something EC knows she can’t manage to fuck up, even if  it is 11:30 n Sunday night.” Hell, 
though, when you find something that works, run with that shit. Words of  wisdom.

2989. I have this sexual fantasy where a masked man in a purple morph suit pleasures me 
with a dildo made of  lime-cucumber Jell-O salad...in the PABst. Any takers? (18 comments, 5 
of  which boil down to “OP: hmu.”)

2924. We have been dating exclusively for the past year and a half. You’ve met both my 
grandmas, and we’ve lived in the same off-campus house for six months now. How can I tell 
if  he actually likes me, or if  he’s just being friendly and I’m misinterpreting this situation???

2667. Does anyone else find the “Reedies for Reedies” T-Shirt contest posters extremely 
problematic? Like, the Badly-Photoshopped-Humanoid-Owl Gaze is already prominent 
enough in our society, without these posters shoving it in our faces at every opportunity. smh. 
(116 comments, 32 of  which utilize extensive caps-lock.)

2482 You: left a human femur beside the tree-stump chessboard in the Canyon.
I: Picked up said femur, and am holding it for safe-keeping in my common room. Leave me a    
general description of  the femur and a MS #, and I’ll return it to you promptly.
ADMIN RESPONSE: THIS IS NOT THE PROPER FORUM FOR LOST-AND-FOUND 
QUERIES. SERIOUSLY, TAKE IT TO MISSED CONNECTIONS.

2468 I just really love science. (30 comments, including 25 affirmations of  science’s awesome-
ness, and then this gem: “But what, really, is ‘love’? Does quantifying one’s ‘love’ with vague 
adjectives like ‘just’ and ‘really’ have any meaning when ‘love’ is a vague social construct in 
and of  itself ? And what is science, when you think about it? Like, could it, too, be a social 
construct? Am I a social construct? OH GOD IT’S GAINING SELF-AWARENESS 
ABORT ABORT...”)

3000. Under what circumstances is it acceptable to take a literal motherfucking dump in the 
Commons salad bar area? (45 comments taking OP 100% seriously and responding with 
great ire.)

2503. This common room smells like death. Seriously, you guys, is it that hard to dispose of  
your own food before it starts to smell like actual death?
ADMIN RESPONSE: Is this re: #2482? Kan it be?????

2178 Hit me baby one more time… (a 50-comment argument ensues between 2 regulars, one 
of  whom believes that writing such a vile, domestic-abuse-supportive Relieve violates the 
Honor Principle, and the other of  whom believes that OP’s freedom to express his or her or 
their feelings about his or her or their feelings about his or her or their relationship trumps 
readers’ right not to be offended by the contents of  said expression.)

2482.1 HOLY GOD I’M MISSING MY FEMUR.
ADMIN RESPONSE: gdi how many times do I have to tell you guys to label your response 
posts? jesus...

Second Week of Our Town a
 “dramatic” departure!

By EC

Well, friends, someone had to do it, and that someone may as well be us. It’s time to get the Honor Principle 
down in writing, once and for all. Obviously, considering our space limitations, we cannot accomplish this 
grand task in one issue. Instead, we will reveal the unofficial “rules” of  Reed College to all of  you in little 
dribs and drabs, as we have space. This will, incidentally, help you to absorb the knowledge therein in small, 
healthy doses. Let’s begin: 

Commandment Numero Uno: Thou Shalt Not Do The Marijuana. You heard it here 
first: contrary to popular belief, snorting, injecting, or otherwise inserting one (1) or more 
marijuana(s) into your system is officially Dishonorable. I’m sorry for any inconvenience.

Numba 2 (hehe): Thou Shalt Not Do the Sex. Wow! We are learning so many things 
already! 

The Third Commandment: Thou Shalt Not Use the Word “Liminality,” You Preten-
tious Dickbags. Look, you guys, we’re getting this old-school style, with a real live oracle 
and everything, so we know it’s legit, but nonetheless, this is starting to sound a bit far-
fetched for Reed. Oh, well.

IV (Pronounced Like Four, Not Like Needles, Just FYI): PBR is an Abomination 
Before The Almighty Kroger. Those Who Imbibe Of  It Shall Perish By His Sword. 
Well this one just makes sense. I have one question, though: is “sword” meant to be taken 
literally here, or...?

Commandment Number 5: The Pamphlette Shalt Be Completed Before Midnight 
Every Sunday, Or Fucking Else. Oh...Oh Jeez, this is getting meta. I should...I should just 
go. Anyway, stay tuned for more updates.

Like this, but with more power-tool ladder-cutting.

The Honor Principle, Part I

Pictured: The best thing one gets when one searches “liminality” on Google Im-
ages. Topanga was into some dark shit, apparently. Jesus.


